
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

The  initial  process  of  the  K-Means  algorithm  begins  with  the

determination of K as the starting points number of centroid that will be formed

and can be determined within a certain period of time, illustrations as follows :

The program code for processing input data, as follows:

1. for ($i=1; $i < count($max); $i++) {  
2.   for ($j=0; $j < $_POST['jumlahka']; $j++) {
3.     $listCentroid[$i][] = [rand($min[0],$max[0]),rand($min[$i],

$max[$i])];
4.   }
5. }

Line 1 is the program code to do the looping process not to exceed the

maximum value of each attribute. Line 2 contains the command for repeating the

number of K values according to user input. Line 3 is the core of randomly taking

X  and  Y values  from  the  minimum  and  maximum  values  of  each  attribute.

Illustration as follows:
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Illustration 5.1: Input K (Centroid)

Illustration 5.2: List Centroid



At the process step, each centroid will be calculated using the Euclidean Distance 

formula with all data presented. As follows :

1. $distanceMatrix = [];
2.   foreach ($dataCSV as $dKey => $data) {  
3.     foreach ($currentCentroidList as $cKey => $centroid) {  
4.       $jumlah = 0;
5.   $jumlah  =  pow(($centroid[0]  -  $data[0]),2)  +

pow(($centroid[1]-$data[$columnTarget]),2);  
6.        $distanceMatrix[$dKey][$cKey] = sqrt($jumlah);
7.     }
8.   }

Line 1 is the definition of a new variable to allocate the entire calculated

data. Line 2 is a loop for CSV data, then row 3 is a loop for a list of previous

centroids. Lines 4 - 6 are the process of calculating distance from centroid data

with CSV data.

Then  continued  with  the  search  process  of  closest  distance  from each

cluster, namely as follows :

1. $clusterMembers = [];
2. foreach ($distanceMatrix as $key => $value) {   
3.   $min = min($value);                 
4.   $indexCentroid = array_search($min, $value); 
5.   $clusterMembers[$indexCentroid][]  =  [$dataCSV[$key][0],

$dataCSV[$key][$columnTarget],$dataCSV[$key][15]];
6. }

Line 1 is the definition of a new variable to allocate the entire formed

cluster members from each attribute. Line 2 is a loop of distance data that has

been calculated previously. Line 3 is a function to find the index of the minimum

value which have been taken and allocated in row 4. Based on the index found,

the original data representing the index was stored in the variable from row 1.
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Continued with the process of making a new centroid based on data that

has been obtained from each cluster. Namely as follows :

1. $newCentroid = [];
2. foreach ($clusterMembers as $cKey => $cMembers) {   
3.   $newCentroid[$cKey] = [];                   
4.   $jumlahMember = count($cMembers);
5.   foreach ($cMembers as $mKey => $dataRowMember) {         
6.     foreach ($dataRowMember as $attrKey => $attributeMember) {
7.       if($attrKey == 2) { 
8.         break;
9.       }
10.       if(!isset($newCentroid[$cKey][$attrKey]))       
11.         $newCentroid[$cKey][$attrKey] = $attributeMember;   
12.       else
13.         $newCentroid[$cKey][$attrKey] += $attributeMember;
14.     }
15.   }

Line 1 is the definition of a new variable. Line 2 was used to loop data

from each cluster. Line 3 is a variable to store centroid data with a specific index,

then  row 4 is a variable to calculate the total amount of data in each cluster. Line

5 was used to loop with data from each line, then row 6 was used to loop data

from each column. Data in the form of weather conditions were skipped because it

is a string on line 7. On lines 10-11, data will be allocated to the variable if the

variable is empty. Whereas in lines 12-13, if the data already exists, then the data

will be added to the new data.

The process of making a centroid has just ended with the distribution of all

data as follows:

1. foreach ($newCentroid[$cKey] as $key => $value) {
2.    $newCentroid[$cKey][$key] = $value/$jumlahMember;
3. }

Line 1 was done to repeat the overall data from the previous summation

which is then divided by the total data available in each cluster. Then the final step

was followed by an iterative comparison process, as follows:
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1. $convergence = true;       
2. foreach ($newCentroid as $newKey => $new) {
3.   if(!empty(array_diff($new,$currentCentroidList[$newKey]))) {
4.     $convergence = false;                   
5.     $currentCentroidList = $newCentroid;    
6.     break;
7.   }
8. }

Line 1 is a Boolean variable that is correctly defined at the beginning. Line

2 was used to repeat the new centroid data. In line 3, if the new centroid value is

different from the value of the old centroid,  then the Boolean variable will  be

deactivated (false) and change the new centroid to the old centroid which will be

repeated again to the initial step (line 5). If no changes to the iteration process

were stopped. The illustration of the iteration control section as follows:

Then for data from each cluster can be seen from the following illustration:
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Illustration 5.3: Control Iteration

Illustration 5.4: Cluster Members List



The process of changing the correct data can be seen from the graph as follows : 

The  illustration  above  is  representative  of  one  of  the  attributes

(temperature). The process was carried out on all attributes in the existing data

source.

5.2 Testing

Date Interval Condition Results

1 day Humid and Mostly Cloudy

3 day Light Rain

5 day Humid and Partly Cloudy

7 day Humid and Overcast

10 day Humid and Overcast

15 day Light Rain
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Illustration 5.5: Graphic Results



The labeling process for weather conditions starts with each attribute first.

Each  attribute  has  a  certain  number  of  clusters.  Each  cluster  has  different

intervals, the first step is to determine labels for data from each cluster. Then look

for the frequency of the most weather conditions occurrence on each cluster. The

second step is to combine the conditions results of the entire cluster and take the

frequency of the most weather conditions. Then the last step is to combine all the

attributes that have certain weather conditions and look for the most occurrences

frequency.

The trial was carried out in a certain period of time. In 1 day inteval (6 – 7

December) the final result has been found as Humid and Mostly Cloudy. In 3 days

(6 – 9 December) are  Light Rain. In 5 days (6 – 11 December) are Humid and

Partly Cloudy. In 7 days (6 – 13 December) are Humid and Overcast. In 10 days

(6 – 16 December) are Humid and Overcast. Last, in 15 days (6 – 21 December)

are  Light  Rain.  As the  results,  weather  conditions  always  change in  a  certain

period of time.
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